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A  DEVFroThfflAL  s'ItjDy  FOR
TIE  AssEssnmIT  oF  cxmAI[jNlcATloN

IN  EVERYDAY  SITUATIONS

by

Karen  Lei8h  Wren

ABSTRACT

The purpose of  the present  study was  to  aid  in  standardization of

the  Assessrment  of  Communication  in  Eve Situatior}s_,  a  functional

oonmmication  test  designed to  a,ppraise  children' s  communication

coxpetence.    This  developmenta,1  study  atterlpts  to  obtain  information

on  the  corrmunication  corpetence of  children based on  their  chronological

age.

'The results  of  the study  are  that  ACES  appears  to be  a valid test

instrunlent,  and that  four,  six and eight-year-old children  do  differ

significantly  in performance  on ACES  (Form I -  The Birthday Party) .
'There was  a significant  difference between  four  and eight-year-olds,

and four and six-year-olds,  but  there was not  a significant  difference

in  the performance of  six and eight-yearolds.    'The  eight-yearcold

group performed higher on the  test  scores with the six,  and four-year-

olds  following reapectively.
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A  DEVHommrrAL  sTtDy FOR  TIIE
ASSESSMENI`  oF  con«tINlcATloN  IN

EVELYDAY  SITUATICINS

Anthropologists,  linguists ,  and sociologists are beccming increas-

ingly  interested  in  conlmmication  competence,  and they  are  advancing the

research  in this  area.    Tests are being designed which will  assess  a

child's  communication  cc]rrpetence  (Lieberman,   1979).    Educators  and

researchers are seeking these functional  language tests  for identifi-

cation of  the  ccmllunicatively  inccxpetent  child,  to better understand

children' s  commnication,  and to aid in the plarming of intervention

for the cormlunicatively  incc]npetent  child before  it  affects  acadenic

perfo-ce.
The  child who  is  not  conmunicatively  ccxpetent  is  not  able  to use

language to  form,  use,  or understand messages effectively.    This deficit

could jeopardize  a child's acadenic perfomiance because  in  the school

setting the  child is expected to carry on  Conversations,  ask and answer

questions,  give directions,  and apeak alone  in  the presence of  a groip.
'Ihe Assessrment  of  Commmication  in  Everyday  Situations  (Liebermian,

1979)  is  a  functional  language test  developed to appraise a child's

ccmmmication  ccxpetence.     It  is based-on  Joan  'Ibugh's  taxonomy  of

language  uses  and  strategies  (Tough,  1968)  (see Appendix A  for  tarsonerny).

The test  consists  of  three  forms which  depict  conlnon  cormlunication

situations of  interest  to children.    Fcm4  I  ('Ihe Birthday Party) ,  Fond

11. (The First  Day of  School),  and Fond  Ill  ('The Picnic).    Each  test

form consists of  forty-f ive- open-ended questions  designed to elicit

the tar.get  uses  and strategies.
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As

Everyday

a  dia,gnostic  instnrment  the Assessment  of Cormmication  in

Situations has unique aspects.    'The  test provides  an  inter-

a,ctional  ccrmunication situation between  the  examiner,  subject  child,

and a friend.    It  allows  the subject  child to bring a friend into  the

test  Situation,  and this  can provide  a sense of  security  for  the  subject

child during test  administration.
'The purpose  of  the Assessment  of  Cormmication  in Everyday_ Situntious

is  to provide  the public school  speech  clinician with  a system for

identifying  ccmTrimicatively  inccxpetent  children.    There  are more

cormnmicatively  incompetent  children  located  in  the  classroorus  than

in  any  other  situation  ('Ibugh,1968:  22).    'The  Assessment  of

in Everyday Situations

Cchmndcation

may be  the  instrun]ent which  can  identify

cormnmicatively  inccxpetent  children before  their academic perfonrEmce

is  affected.

STATEMENT  OF  THE  plnBIm4

'There  is  no  infonnation on  the  ccrmunication  ccxpetence of  children

based on their  chronologica,I  age.    'This  developrental  study of  the

Assessment  of  Oormmication  in

this  needed  information.

Every_day Situations

DilllNITION  OF  TmMs

a,ttexpts  to obtain

cOAflftJNICATION  DEVFmpMENT  -  the  state  or  condition  in  which  a  cinild
expands  his  expression,  conmunication  of  emotions,  or  ideas  through
the means  of  speech  and hearing.

COMMUNICATION  courEIENCE  -  the  state of  being  capable of  transmitting
rressages between people  in  various  situations.

COMM(JNICATION  STRATEGIES  - the  coxponents  of  language  use which  allow
the  child  to  corrmunica,te  in various  situations.
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PRAca,IATICS  -  is  the  component  of  language  that  relates  to  social  use.

PIX)N0IffiY  -  is  the

SEMANI`ICS  -  is  the
system.

SYNTAX  -  is
system.

component  of  language  that  relates  to  the  sound system.

component  of  language  that  relates  to  the meaning

the  ccxponent  of  language  that  relates  to  the  grarrmatical

DELIMITATI0NS  AND  ASstJMFTI0NS

A  limitation to this study  is  the  small size of  the population.

The validity study  for the

Situations  (Peebles ,

Assessment  of  Cormmication  in± Everyday
1980)  is  in progress,  and validity  is  assumed.

A  reliability  study  (Hill,  1980)  revealed the  three  forms  of  the

Assesaent  of Oormmica,tion  in Situations to be a reliable

test.    'The  present  study  assun]es  that  the  examiners  and scorers  of

the Assessment  of  Cormmication  in Eve_ry_Gay

training in test  administration  and scoring.

Hypcunsls

Situations  have had aLdequnte

Four,  six,  and eight-year-old children will not  differ significantly

in  oormnunication  coxpetence  as  measured by  their performance  on  the

Assessment  of  Cc>rmlimication  in Ev_e_ry_da_y Situntious  FORE  I

Party).    The  .05  level  of  significance will be  utilized.

SUB-HYP-SES

(The  Birthday

Eight-yearrold children will  not  differ significantly  in conlmmi-

cation  ccxpetence  from four-yearrolds ,  as measured by  their performance

on  the  Assessrment  of  Corrmnication  in

Birthday Party) .

± Everyday Situations FO" I (The
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Six-year-old children will  not  differ  in  corrmunication  coxpetence

from four-year-old  children,  as measured by  their performance on  the

Assessment  of  Conlmmication  in Every_day Situations  FORM  I (The  Birthday

Party ) .

Six-year-old childl.en will  not  differ significantly  from eicht-

yearcold  children  in  communication  coxpetence,  as measured by  their

± Fly_e_ryday_perforrrmce  on  the Assessment  of  Cormmication  in Situations

FO"  I  (The Birthday Party).

IMpORTENon  OF  TTH  sTUDy

The  developmental  study  is  jxportant because  it  contributes  along

with the reliability and validity studies to the standardization of  the

Assessment  of  Cormmication  inin  Eiveryday Situations.    The present  study

has  viewed both  the pre-acadeinic and academic  child  in  terms  of  their

cormlunication  competence  development.    'There has been  little  research

and  information until  this  time on  the  cernrrmication  coxpetence of  a

child based on his  chronological  age.
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REVIEW  OF  'IIH  RERATD  LITERATUIH

The  framework  for  ccmnunication development  begins  in  infancy.
'The  infant  is  capable of  perceiving    and producing  sounds,  ]mowing  about

events  in  immediate  environment,  and also  interacting with other persons

and objects  (Brown,1975:   29).    The  cycle  then  continues when  the  child

begins  to  associate  crying with attention   and the  ending  of  discomfort

it brings.    At  an early age the child seers to  reduce crying as  footsteps

or  familiar voices  are  heard,  and by the  end of  the  second or  third

month has  learned to  differentiate  scme  experiences.

During  the  third and  fourth month the baby  has  control  of  rrovement,

and this helps to  differentiate the various qualities of  the  immediate

environment.    Meaning  is  then  derived frcm repeated  similar  experiences

which build up  expectations  about  what  will  follow  (Broun,  1975:  46).

Sounds  energe as a result of  the  infant's  exploratory activity,  and the

way  in which people  respond  as  though the baby  had  spoken  (Halliday,

1975:  22).    This  basis  for  exchange which  carries  some  of  the  qualities

of  conversation  is  essentia,i  for  the  developr]ent  of  social  meaning.

A major portion of  the  child's  connunication development  takes

place between eighteen months  and  three years of  age,  the  'echolalic

stage' .    It  is here  the  child  attaches meaning to  sound,  and  is offered

clues  to  wha,t  comrmmication  is  all  about  (Halliday,   1975:   109).    The

child  now has  a  few words which bring  attention  to wants  and needs.

In  this  stage  the  child  is of ten  able  to  respond to words  appropriately

before being able  to produce  them.
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After  the  age of  two years  the  child's  speech lroves  gradually

closer  to  that  of  an adult.    'Ihe  first  two or three word utterances

are  made  up  of  elements  to  extract  meaning  from  the world  (Tough,   1968:11).

During the period between  the  child's  second and  third birthdays,

major  developments  begin  to  take place.    Most  children begin  to  understand

and say words  in  their  second year,  and  they begin by  saying only one

word at  a time.    Children by  the age  of  two-andTa-half will be putting

two and peinaps  three words  together.    During  this  'holophrastic stage'

of  cormnunication  development,  the  child has  a  receptive  language  ability

that  far exceeds  the  expressive  language  ability.    hfany of  the  child's

attexpts  at  oormunication  are  still made  by  gesture  and are  frequently

misunderstood  (Hopper  & Naresmc>re,   1977:   114).     Gradually,   the  child

is  distinguishing more  anbigiious  corrponents  of speech,  and is better

caLpable  of  feeling out  telegraphic speech  and  can  convey meaning more

clearly.    It  is  during this  telegraphic period that  the child adds

some  adjectives  to  the voca,bulary,  is  able  to  distinguish different

veto  folTus,  and  convey  more  information  about  viewpoints.    'Th.is  period

allows  the child to  take on adult  characteristics  of speech.

Some  children by  the  age  of  three  are beginning to  use  language

to  express  complex meaning.    By  the  age  of  threerandTa-half most  children

have  established speech which  is  very much  li]se  the  a,dults,  although

they  do  ha,ve some  lingering difficulties with  articulation.    Major steps

have been  accorxplished  and the  child' s  language  now beccmes  an  ixportant

means  of  extending  his  learning  (Bloom,   1975:  53).    The  alternative

language  fonrs  are  also  developing at  this  time.    It  is here  the  child

makes  use of  language  to satisfy  needs,  or  requirerlents of  the  situation.
'The  child begins  to  infer what  listeners  already know  and  need  to  kncw,

and take  these  needs  into account  in  deciding on  the  follus  of messages
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(Ba,tes,   1975:  67).    The most  important  result  of  such  learning  is

the ability to participate  in conversation.    This  learning rna,y  take

place  in the  later portion of  the third year,  but  continues well  into

the  child's  schcol  years  (Hopper  & Naresmrore,1977:   lil).
'The  ccmnunicatively  ccxpetent  child must  have knowledge of  the

integrated  conponents  of  communication:     (1)    Syntax,   (2)    Senantics,

(3)    Phonology,   (4)  Pragmatics.    These  elements  of  communication

developrnent  begin  at  approximately  eighteen ironths of  age  as  the  child

formulates the first  utterances.

Syntax  is  one of  the  first  coxponents  of  cormlunication  to  develop.
'This  conponent  of  ccmmmication relates  to  the  grarm]atical  systen  the

child uses.    Children begin  to  acquire  the  syntax of  their  language  at

about  eighteen months  of  age,  but  the  a,cquisition process  extends  through-

out  the  elerientar.y  school  years.    The child begins  to  speak  in single

word utterances,  but  it  is  from the  start of multi-word utterances that

syntax begins  to  unfold rapidly.    The joining of  these rrlulti-word

utterances  to  form  sentences  is  based on  ]mowledge  of  syntax  (Wood,  1977:

212).    A  child  learns  the  syntax of  the  language with the  ability  to

(1)  join words,  and  (2)  understand multiple word  sentences  said by

others.    'The  child's  language begins  to blossom at  around  age  four with

the  a,cquisition of  syntactic rules  that permit  understanding  and production

of  an  infinite  number of  sentences  (hale,1975:  121).    Children  at  this

time are utilizing  sentences which  are  alrost  as  ccmplex  as  those used

by adults.    Ifuring  the elenentary  school  years  they  are  leaning mc)re

ccxplex  structures  for  cormmnication,  and the more  ccxplica,ted  syntactic

rules .

Semantics  is  the  conponent  of  ccirmunication which  relates  to vrord

and  sentences meaning,  and parallels with  intellectual  development  (Ginsburg
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& Cpper,1969:  59).    The  acquisition  of  semantics  is  a  slow process

because  to  express  and understand the meaning of  coxplex relationships

can  happen  only  as  quickly  or  slowly  as  the  child's mind  develops.

Children do  not begin  to  ccxpile meanings  into  a word until

eighteen months  to t`ro years of  age,  but by  their  third birthday  they

have  acquired nearly  a thousand words.    'The  child's  semantic  develop-

ment  at  this  time  is being heavily  influenced by  society.

The early word utterances of  the  child carries  a wide  range of

meanings,  and the  development  of  a very  coxplex word dictionary.    'Ihese

dictionaries  are  finally  ccxplete by  eleven years of  age.    'The  children

in  this  stage of  seriantic  development  are  capable of propositional

thinking  and  able  to  formulate  statenients  of  meanings  (Tough,1968:   108).

Older  children  can use their semantic knowledge  to  fill  in  gaps  of

sentences,  can  integrate  the  information  in several  sentences,  and go

beyond  the  info]rmation  given.    'The path  of  semantic  development  is  varied,

and  it  differs  frori individual words  and  for  individual  children  (Brown,

1975:   156).    A  full  rrastery  of  semantic  competence  requires  many  years,

and  continues  throughout  life.

Phonology  is  the  ccxponent  of  conmmication which  deals with  the

sound systen,  and it  develops  in  a regular  fashion which  is  highly

systematic.    Himan  infants  from the beginning of  life show a special

sensitivity  and  discrimination  for  speech  sounds  (Wolff,  1966:  184).

The  first words are constructed froni a very restricted set  of

sounds.    Cozrmon  formrs  of  these  sounds  are  mama,  papa,   didi,   and  dada.

Children  seem to  acquire  the  sound system of  language by  learning  a

system of  distinctive  features with the lrajor  contrast between  conso-

nants  and vowels.    This proceeds  through  finer and finer  contrasts until
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they  ha,ve  learned the  ixportant  sound  features  of  language  (Da,le,  1976:

45).    Research has  shown  that  adults provide  feedback or  reinforcenent

for  most  apeech  like  sounds  the  child makes,  and  this  reinforcen]ent

encourages  the  child toward the  sounds  of  their  language.

Children  are  ccmmmicating effectively with their  incorplete set

of  sounds  at  three  years  of  age,  and the  young preschooler  is  learning

the phonenic  system feature by  feature.    'The  child  in  the  first  gra,de,

hovever,  has  a virtually  coxplete phonemic  system which permits  ccrmnmi-

cating  in  any  situation.
'The pragrlatic  ccxponent  of  cCimnmication  is  concerned with how

language  is  used functionally  to  cormlunicate.    In recent  year.s,  linguists,

anthropologists,  and sociologists  have sought  to  understand the  full

range of  functions  ccmrmnication  serves  in  a  social  context.    'The  term

pragriatics  is often used to refer  to  the study of  the use of  language

in  context by real  speakers  and hearers  in real  situations  (Bates,  1975:

47).    Language  has many  uses  and  varied purposes,  most  of which  involve

interactions wi.th other persons.    As people  interact  in  different

circunrstances  in  the  course  of  a  day  they need  to use  cormlunication

in order  to maintain  contact with others,  gain  information,  give  infor-

mation,   and  a,cccmplish  goals  (Bloom,   1968:   78).

Language  consists  of ways  in which  apeakers  vary what  they  say

according  to  the needs of different  listeners  in different  circuristances.

Halliday  has  conceived of  the  functions  of  language  in  social  terms  involving

interaction,  regulation,  and personal  control.    I.anguage  consists  of

a  selection of beha,viors based on  the  goals  of  the  speaker  and the

contest  of  the  situation  (Ifalliday,  1975:  96).    This  can  be  seen  in

children when  the  child  apeaks  in  cliff erent manners  to  the  same people

under  different  circumstances.
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Thel`e are  seven  classif ications  for  uses or  functions of  language

wliich can be expressed  in everyday c-mications:    (i)  Reporting,

(2)  Self-hthintaining,   (3)  Directing,   (4)  'Ibwards logical  Reasoning,

(5)  Predicting,   (6)  Projecting,  and  (7)  Imagining  (Tough,1975).
'The reporting  function places primary  exphasis on  the  transfer

of  descriptive material  frcm one person to  the other.    This  function

emerges  late  for  the child.    It may  develop  late because to  give

information to  another person  you must  tell  the person  something you

haow that  they  do  not know,  or  that  at  least  is  not  apparent  to  them.
'This  function may  also  appear  late because  the  child rm]st  understand

something  about  the  difference between  self  and others,  and  scmething

about  how dialogue irorks.
'Ihe  self-maintaini function  erphasizes  the use of  language  to

create  an awareness of  the  speaker's  identity and to promote the  speaker's

position  in relation to others.    'This  is  a very early function  in child

ccmmmication development  because  it  is  here  the  child refers  to needs

and protection.
'The directing function serves to control or regulate the physical

actions  and operations performed by oneself  and others.    It  is  a function

which develops  early  for  the  child but  drops  from cormlimication  at

around three years of  age.    The  speaker persuades or manipulates  the

listener  in sore direction.    Arguing,  nagging,  or correcting behavior

aLre all  considered under  this  function.

The  lo ical  reasoning function exphasizes the use of  language which

enploys  rational  thought  and arglrment  to  interpret  experiences.    'This

function  ena,bles the  child  to explain a process  or  recognize problens

and solutions.    'This  is  a higher  level  function  in  the  child's  cormluni-

cation development.
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The predicting  function  allows  the  child to  extend communication

beyond the  immediate present or past  experiences  to  events  that     ve  not

yet  occurred,  and which may  never take place.    This  function  includes

utterances which offer  severa,I  different  interpretations or  explanations

of  a  situation,  and utterances which  suggest  a possible outcome of  some

jmnediate or  future action or  event.

The pro.jecting  function  is  the use  of  language within an unfamiliar

or  external  conterit.    This  function  includes utterances  that  reflect

what  it  feels  like to be another  individual.    Enc)tions  and attitudes

which are representative of  another' s vie\xpoint  are  expressed  in  this

function of  language.
'The  imagining  function  carries  a message,  but  it  contains  a, message:

'This  is not  real;  it  is  inginary.    All  forms of  pretending  are  included

in  this  function.    Storytelling,  acting,  make believe,  and rrost  other

forms  of  play  are  included.
'These seven functions represent  ixportant  generalizations that

every  child must  understand  in order  to beconie  cormmicatively  competent.

These  functions  can  also be  employed by  the  listener.    'The  listener

seeks  info]rmation through listening,  asking questions,  and  allowing

the other person freedcm to  talk.

The  language  choices  children make  are based on  their  awareness

of  the  cormmnication  situation,  and  are  influenced by  their past

experiences  in similar cormmication  situations.    Experience with  these

pragmatic  la,nguage  functions  in various  ccrminication  situations  enables

the  child to use adult patterns.

There  are thirty-six  strategies which ccxprise  the  frame`rork of

language  functions  ('Ibugh,  1968)  (see Appendix A  for  the  cormmica,tion

strategies).    These  coITrunication strategies may be  defined  as options
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which allow the  child to perform cormmication  tasks  in vaLrious  situations.

As  the  child grows  in  experience  he  acquires  a  number  of  these  cormunica-

tion strategies which enables the  accoxplishment  of  corrmunication  acts.

Children select  the strategies which they perceive  to be  the rrost

appropriate  for  the  apecif ic  situation  at  a given moment  in tilne.    The

child  is  considered cormlunicatively  ccxpetent when  capable of performing

a wide variety of  conmmication acts required by the social  environ-

ment  (Allen  &  Brown,   1976:   219).

Cormmication conpetence  is  the f inal  component  of  cormunication

development.    The  child  is  striving  to be  an effective cormunicator

while mastering  the  cerxponents  of  communication.    Experience  in

corrmmication  is provided  in  the hcme,  and  in  the activities  toward

which  the  child  is  drawn.    There may  be  no  formal  teaching but  the

child  does  learn  to  conmunicate.\    Ccrmmication  ccxpetence  is  achieved

through  the  child's pre-academic  experience,  and  is  expanded by  the

acadenic  experiences.    'The  child will  becone more  cormunicatively

competent  as a result of practicing  la,nguage within  these situations

(wed,   1977:   235).
'The  ccmmmicatively  competent  child  has many  advantages because

of  the power  cerrmunication  can  afford.    'This  child  is  capable of weighing

the  factors of the  cerrmunication  situation,  and may bargain,  manipulate,

or  comfort.    The  child who  is  a  competent  ccmllunicator  also  ]mows  the

rules of  langiiage  structure,  and  is  capable of  using conrmmication as

a tool  in everyday situations.    Ccrmmication strategies  can aid the

child  in performing  corminication  tasks  in various  situations.    The

more communication strategies the  child has for  a particular  situation,

the more  likely  the  right  one will  be  ellployed  (Allen  & Brown,   1976:   122).
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These  factors  contribute to the  child's  development  of  co[rmunication

competence.

Research  is  currently  continuing  in  the  area of  pragrlatics  and

cormlunication ccmpetence of  children.    It  is  felt  that  the  child who  is

conrminicatively  competent may  not  have  to be  frustrated or  unhappy  as

a result  of  not being  able  to  ccmmmicate with  fanily,  peers,  and

teachers  (Wcod,   1977:   32).



CHAPTRE  Ill

PRocmuRES  Are  RETholx)IOG¥

The  stojects were  children  ages  four years  ( ± 3 months),  six

years  ( ± 3 months) & eight  year.s  ( ± 3 months)  who were  selected randoHfly

from three preschool  daycare  facilities  in Boone,  North Carolina.
'I\uentycone  children were  chosen  for  the present  study because  each of

these  children were pretested on FO"  I  (The Birthday Party).    A

description of  the  subjects  is  contained  in  (Table  i).    Each of  the

children  selected  for  the study was  not  enrolled  in  Speech  and language

therapy programs because  the  test was  essentially  to be  administered

to  normal  children  with  no  lmovIm  cerrmmica,tion  disorder.    'Ihe  examiner

achinistered all  forty-five  itens on Fond I  (The Birthday Party)  of

the Assessment  of Cormmication  in Eve]ryday Situations  to  selected

cchildren  from each of  the  three  groups  to  assess  their cormiunication

capetence.

AI]MINlsTRATlcIN  OF  Aces

'The subject  child and the  friend were brought  into  the  test

situation siunltaneously,  and at  this  time they were made to  feel at

ease with the examiner.    The  children were seated,  and given  specific

test  instructions before a bl.ief orientation  into  the  communication

situation.    'The orientation before  test  administration  included open-

ended questions much  like the  actual  test,  and the  child became  acquainted

with  the ptppets,  toys,  and games  of  the  cormunica,tion  situation.    'The

examiner was  sure  the  children  ]mew what  was  expected of  them before

moving  into  the  actual  test  situation.
14
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TARE  I

DESCRIFTION  OF  SUBJECTS

SURECTS

A

8

C

4  year  olds               D

E

F

G

H

I

J
6  year  olds                K

L

M

N

0

P

Q

8  year olds               R

S

T

U

SEX                    DATE  OF  BIRITI

M

M

F

F

M

M

F

M

F

F

M

M

F

F

F

M

F

M

M

F

M

11-16-75

12-9-75

4-10-76

I-24-76

I-20-75

2-6-75

2-15-76

12-16-73

12-12-73

2-14-74

5-7-74

1-22-74

2-25-74

2-21-74

12-27-71

1-22-72

4-23-72

2-28-72

5-26-72

4-28-72

2-20-72

M  age  of  grotxps

4.7

6.6

8.5
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Actual  test  administration  consisted of  the  examiner  carrying

on  a direct  conversation and waiting  for  the  subject  child to  formulate

responses  to  the  questions  asked.     In  the  following  exarlple  frcm FORM

I  (The Birthday Party)  questions  centered around the  subject  child and

the  friend going  to  a party  and participating  in the activities which

would  take place  in  this  ccmmmication  situation.    Puppets,  games,  and

toys were provided  for manipulation by  the  children  to  encourage them

to  cormlunica,te  in  the  test  situation.    The  friend was  also  called on

intermittently throughout  the test  administration,  but  reaponses by

the  friend were not  scored.

roEN  I The  Birthda
subj ect .

Examiner :

Subj ect :

Examiner :

Ft.lend :

the rrother pet  hands  a srrrall  box  to

You pay  for  your presents  and  take  then hone  to be wrapped.
You  are very  happy  about  your  purchases.    Your nDther
gives  you  a box  to wrap  the ball  in.    Wha,t  do  you  say
to her?
'That  box  is  too  srrELll.     I  need  a bigger  one.

Kelly,  your mother  gives  you  a box to wrap  the ball  in.
What  do  you  say  to  her?

Mother,  can  I  please have a bigger box to wrap  the ball
in because this one  is  too  small  for this big ball.

'This  example  illustrates the  lo ical reasonin use of  language,

and the  strategy  for  recognizing problens  and solutiens.

A period of  free play to enhance the  ilngination strategies of

language was provided during test  administration.    Fbur minutes  of  the

free play was  allo\red before  the  exanriner  returned  to  the test  situation.

Administration was  concluded after  all  forty-I ive  itens  had been given

to the subject  child.
'The  child's  responses  were  recorded  on  a Wollensak  3M  MDdel  252DAV

tape-recorder,  and Axpex high  fidelity  low noise  tapes.    'The  Assessment

of  Conrmmication  in  Everyda Situations F0I" I (The Birthday Party)
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was  timed after  each administration.    'The record of  administration

tines  is  located  in  (Table  2).    Achinistration time ranged from 26

minutes  to  45 minutes with  a mea,n  length  for  administra,tion  tjme  Qf

37 minutes .

ScORING  OF  ACES

Scoring values  are  assigned for  the  child's  responses  to  the open-

ended questions on  the Assessment  of  Ccrmunication  in Situations

(see Appendix  C  for  exarrple  of  the  scoring  form).    The  scores  range

from 2  to  0.    A  score of  2  is  given  for  spontaneous    and  appropriate

reaponses  in terms  of  use  and strategy.    The score of  I  is  given for

an  appropriate  response  after  a proxpt  is  given  to  the  child.    The

proxpt  is  sixply  a  repeating of  the  open-ended question which the

child did not  respond  to  after  a period of  about  10 seconds.    A score

of  0  is  given  to  an  inappropriate  reaponse  in terms of  use  and strategy.
'The  test  is  not  to be  scored manually  during  test  administration.    It

is  coxpleted  at  the  end of  test  administration,  so  the  examiner  can

play back the  child's  responses  and analyze  theri according  to  the

fralnework of  uses  and strategies  designed by  Joan Tough.

An  illustration of  the scoring procedure  is:

1e  of  a  score  of  2  on Fonfl  I The Birthda

Examiner : Your  friend Gene  is  going  to  ha,ve  a birthday party.
He wants  you  to  cone  to  the party  and you  really
want  to  go.    But  you need  to  ask  your mcm first  if
it  will be  alright.    That will  you say  to your rrother?

Subject:                  hfa;y  I  go  to  Gene's  party  Mom?

'The  subject  scored a 2  for  this  I.esponse because  the  question  elicited

the  correct  communication  strategy  for  the  situation.    The  cormlimication

strategy which was  appropriate was  the

needs  and wants.

self-maintainin referring i
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TARE  2

ThsT  ADMINISTRATION  TIRE

suREcrs

A

8

C

4  year  olds            D

E

F

G

H

I

J
6  year olds           K

L

M

N

0

P

Q

8 year olds           R

S

T

U

M =  statistical mean

ADMINI STRATION  TIRE
ACEs  roRM  I MINUIES

37

45

40

42

43

42

34

26

40

41

27

unhaoun

29

38

34

35

28

43

39

40

30

overall  Mean

GEroun  M

40  min.

38  min.

35  min.

37  min.
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1e of  a  score  of  1  on Fond  I The Birthda Party

Ekaniner:

_SpP_j_e_ct:

Erfuner:

Stoj ect :

Your mother  is not  sure  if  she  should  let  you go  to
the party.    She  says,  "Yesterday,  you forgot  to clean
up your  room and today  you  left  your  toys  all  over the
house."    What  would you  say  to her  to  change  her mind?

No  response  for  about  10  seconds.

Annie,  tell yourrrother why  you  should  go  to  the party.

Uhm!    Please  let  me  gD  to  the  par.ty.     I  promise  to
clean  up lny  roonl,  and pick  up my  toys.

'Ihe  subject  scored a  1  for this  reaponse because  the examiner  received

no response after an alloted period of  time,  but  upon repeating the

question  the stoject  child gave  the  appropriate answer which  corresponded

to the correct  commmication strategy.    The strategy elicited was  the

self-nELintainin use justifying behavior  and claims.

le of  a score of  0 on  a F0I"  I (The Birthday Part

Examiner :

giubj_ect :

E2rfuner :

Stfo.i ect :

Finally,  Mcxn decides  to  let  you  go  to  the party.    You
are very happy.    You race  to  the phone  to  call your
friend  Rc>b.    You want  to  know  if  he  is  going  to  the
party  also.    Ithat  would you  say  to  Rob?

I  don't  ]mow.     Uhm!   Uhm!   I  don't  know.

Ask Rob  if  he  is  going to  the party.

tThm!   I  don't  know  now.

'The subject  scored a  0 because he  did not  respond to  the  first  question,

and he again  failed to respond after given the appropriate proxpt.



C-IV
REsuLTs  Arm  ANAL¥sls  OF  DATA

Results of  the present  study  indicate  the perfo]rmance of  eight-

year-old cinildren  to be higher  than  that  of  the  six  and four-yearrold

groups  on  the Assessment  of  Cormmication  in  Eve Situations  FORM  I

(The  Birthday Party).    The  six and four-yearcold groups  followed

reapectively with  the  four-yearcold group  achieving  the  lowest  scores

in utilizing  the  language  uses  represented on  the  test  (Thble  3).

Performance  on  each  of  the  language  uses  represented on  the

Assessmrent  of  Ccrmmication  in  Eve Situations  FORM  I  ('Ihe  Birthday

Party)  is  displayed in Table  3  and Figures  I-3.    'The  eigit-yeari>ld

group  excelled in perforTmnce  above  the  other  groups  for both  the

Social  and Representational  Uses  of  language.    The  six-yearcold group

performed higher  than  the  four-yearcold groixp  on  the  language  uses,  with

the  four-yea£-olds being  least  oonpetent  of  all  groLps  on  the  language

uses.    Hcamina,tion  of  the  results  suggests  no  difference  in perfolrmance

bet\reen  the  groups  for  the directing  function but  the  six and eiBht-

yearcold groups  did apparently perform above  the  four-yearrold groip  on

the function  of  language.    'There was  no  difference  in

the performance between  the six and eight-yearcolds  for  the self-Imintainin

function  (Figure  i)).

There  appears  to be  a steady  growth pattern on  the  Representational

Use  functions of  reporting,  reasoning,  predicting,  and imagining.    The

eight-yearold group  appears  to be  the most  corpetent  in  each  area with

the six and four-year®lds  following respectively.
20
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TAERE  3

pERroRENCE  By  AGE  ON  TIH  OnAIiINlcATION  usEs

4 year  olds
Mean          S.D.

SOCIAL  USES

Directing
Self-nraintaining

RERESENTATIONAL  USES

Reporting
Reasoning
Predicting
Projecting
Inngining

OVEFIAIL  SOCIAL  USE

OVERAIL  REPRESENTATIONAL
tJSE

TOTAL

22 4.2

33              6.2

6  year olds         8 year olds
Mean          S.D.           Mean          S.D.

47 6.5
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FIGURE  i

CCMPARSION  OF  MEAN  ScORES

Directing ,

&

mintainingx

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

4 year  olds         6  year olds         8  year olds
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FICRE  2

COMPARISON  OF  PfiAN  ScORES

Reperting   ,

Reasoning  A

Predicting X

Projecting ,

hagining   p

4 year olds         6  year olds         8 year olds
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FIGURE   3

ocoapARISoN  oF  lflANs

saclAL  USE      A

REPRESENTAItloNAL  a
USE

AND

TCilus   ,

4 year olds         6 year olds       8  year olds
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'The  age  groups were  then  analyzed according  to performance  in  the

ar.eas of  Social  use,  Representational  use,  and Overall  use  (Figure  3).

Steady  growth was  noted between  each  age  group  for  the  Representational

and Overall  uses of  language but  there was no  conclusive  evidence  to

support  a growth patterm  for  the  Socia,I  Use  of  language.

REstJIJTS  OF  TIE  KRUSKAL-WAILIS
ORE  WAY  ANALYSIS  0F VARIANCE

'The  Krmskal-Wallis  Cine  Wa,y  Analysis  of  Variance was  utilized  for

statistical  treatment of  the data because it  is effective  in dealing

with  small  populations  and  identifies  group performrance by mean  ranks

(Smith,1977:   185).

'The  folrmila  for  the  Kruskal-Wallis  Chae Wa;y  Analysis  of  Variance

is:

H=   #N+1)         :=L      (#)-3(n+1)

The  correction for  ties  formula is:

H=
[ #L)I   I  I(  ¥2)]    _3  (N+1)

'The  results  of  the  conputed one way  analysis  of  variance  are  shown

in Table 4.    A significant  level of difference was revealed for the

overall  total  and Representational  uses,  but  no difference  in performance

was  revealed for  the  Social  uses  of  language.

t-TEST  RESULTS

t-Tests were  corrputed  to  conpare perfo]rmances between  the  four

and six-year-old groups,  six and eight-year-old groups  and four and eight-

year-old  groups  (Table  5).
Amalachian  noon

Apoalachian   Stole   Univers.rty  mraw

Boon8.   North   Carolina
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TABIH  4

REstJLTS  OF  THE  KRUSKAL-WAILIS  ORE  WAY  ANALYSIS  OF  VARIANCE

IEVEL  OF  SIGNIFICENCH

Social Use

Representational  use                 14. 683

TorAL 13. 885
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The  results of  the t-tests  for overall performance are presented

under each stohypothesis.

NUIL  SUELIIYPcylRESIS  1

Eight-year-old children will not  differ significantly  in  conmuni-

cation  conpetence  from four-year-olds.

This was  rejected at  the  .051evel  of  significance.    There was

a significant  level  of  difference between overall per.formance of  eight

and  four-yearrolds.

NInL  suELIIypoIREsls  2

Six-yearold children will not  differ significantly  in  communication

coapetence  from four year  olds.
'This was  rejected  at  the  .051evel  of  significance.    'There was  a

significant  level of difference between overall performance of  six and

four-yearrolds .

NUIL  SUB+HYPorlTHSIS   3

Six-yearold children will  not  differ significantly  in cormluni-

cation  cerrpetence  from eight-yearrolds.

This  trypothesis was  not  rejected.    'There was  not  a significant

level  of  difference between six and eight-year®1ds.

t-tests were  also  computed to  identify  differences  in performance

between gr.oups  according to  the  different Representational  language

functions  (Table  5).    Results  shanr  the lrost  significant  level  of

differences  to be between the  four and eightryearold groups with the

ei8htryeari)ld groups perforring at  a higher  level for the reporting,

reasoning and predicting  functions.    No significant difference was

noted for  the pro.jecting  and imagining functions  for  these  two grotps.

Ijevels of  signficance were  also  noted between  the  four  and six-

yearrold groups for the reporting and reasoning functions.    The  six
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TAERE  5

t-TEST  REsuljrs

TorAL

AGE  GRotJPS

AGE  GROUPS

4-6
6-8
4-8

4-6
6-8
4-8

4-6
6-8
4-8

4-6
6-8
4-8

4-6
6-8
4-8

t  ScORE

REPRESENTATIONAL  USE

USE                     t  scx)RES

Reporting

Reasoning

Predicting

Projecting

Imagining

2.8
5.3
8.3

3
I.5
3.5

I.76
2.5
4.3

1.67
.97

1.76

1.31
.25

1.35

IEVEL  OF  SIChlFICANCE

IEVEL  OF  SICNIFICAVCE

.05

.05

.05

.05
N.S.
.05

N.S.
.05
.05

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
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yearcolds  group was mc)re  corrpetent with these  f unctions  than  the  four-

yearrold group.    Nb  significant  difference was  noted for  the predicting,

projecting,   and  inragining  functions  for  these  t\ro  groups.

Ijevels of  significance were  found between the six and eight-year-

olds  on  the reporting and predicting  functions ,  but  no significant

difference was  noted on  the projecting,  Imagining  and reasoning functions

for  these  two  groups.

sununy

Chronological  age  appears  to be  a factor  in  a child's  performance

on  the Assessment  of  Cormlunication  in Fiveryday Situntious  roRM  I  (The

Birthday Party).    A  grcwth pattern was  noted  for  each  age  group based

on  their performance  on  the  test.    The eight-year-old group performed

more  corrpetently  on  each  of  the  language  uses with  the  six  and  four-

year-old groups  follcwing respectively.



CHARER  V

Su4MARY DISCUSSION AID   RECXHVIMENDATIONS
roR  FURTRER  RESEAREI

SurmY

The purpose of  this  study was  to  aid  in  the  validation of  the

Assessrment  of  Cormlunication  in Ever Situation_s , a functional language

test  developed  to  appraise  children's  communication  crmpetence,  and  to

ccmpare  four,  six,  and eight-yearcold  children's performance on roRI  I

(The Birthday I>arty)  of  the test.

Comrmication  in  Ever

Perfo]rmance  on  the Assessment  of

Situations  FORM  I (The  Birthday Party)  was

dete]rmined by  the  cinildren's  overall  scores  corxpared with  that  of  other

children  in  different  age  groups who were  administered the

of  Corminication  in Ever Situations  FORM  I

Assessment

('The  Birthday Party) .

All  twenty-one children  from the  three  a,ge groups were pretested

on  FORM  I  ('The  Birthday Party)

Situations.

of  the  Assessment  of  CoHmunication  in

'The  results  of  the pl.esent  study were:

I.    The  Assessment  of  Communication  in  Eve day Situations  is  a valid test
which measures  functional  language  abilities.

2.    There  is  a  significant  difference  in  the perfo]rmance of  six year  old
children  and  four year old children.

3.    There  is  a significant  difference  in the perfo]rmance of  eight  year
old children  and four year  old children.

4.    'There  is  not  a significant  difference  in  the perfo]rmance of  six year
old children  and eight  yea,r  old children.

Analysis of  the Representational  language use reveal  the  eight

year  old  age  group  to  be  competent  with  each  of  the  language  uses.

30
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The  six-yearcold group  followed  the  eight  year  old group  in performance

with  the  four-yearcolds being  least  corrpetent  with  the  language uses.

Based on the sta,tistical treatment  of data the greatest  interval  in

performance was between  the  four  and eight-yearcold groups.

DISCUSSION

Results of  the present  study  on  the Assessrment  of

Situations FO"  I

Cormmication  in

(The Birthday Party)  provides  evidence to

support  valida,tion of  the test,  and evidence to support  chronological

age  as being  a factor  in  the  conlmmication cerlpetence of  a child.
'The higher  level  functions  such as reasoning,  repcuting,  predicting,

and pro.jecting each reveal  the older  children utilizing these nDre

ccxpetently than  the younger  children.    These  are  cognitive  skills

which will  develap  later  for  the younger  children,  and will  expand

for the older children.

The  six-year-old  age group  appears to be  in  a transition phase

for  utilizing  the  la,nguage functions  colxpetently.    'The present  study

provides  evidence to  sixpport  that  six-yearLolds  and eight-year-olds  do

not  differ  significantly wiien using the reasoning,  directing,self rain-

taining,  imagining,  and projecting  functions.    These  commmication

functions will  have a chance to develcp  to their fullest  in the academic

setting  for  this  age group  (see Appendix A) .
'The  four-year-old  age gro\p was  the  least  cormlunicatively  ccxpetent.

It  appears  carmunication  functions  are not  fully developed by  this  age.
'These  children  have greatest  comnarid of  the  Social  Use  functions  such

as  directing, and self+naintaini and the  Representational  function

of  imagining.    Cormmication  competence for  these  children will be

aLcquired and expanded for  the  representational uses as multiple

conmimication situations  are  encountered.
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REcormmDATloNs  FOR  FURTlrm  RESEARCH

The  following suggestions  are rrnde  as  the result  of  the present

study:

I.     The  alter.mate  forums  -FORM  11  (The  First  Day  of  School)  and  roRM

Ill  (The Picnic) of  the Assessment  of  Cormlunication  in Eve Situations

Should be  analyzed to  see  if there  is  a  coxparable  apparent  developmental

sequence of  four,  six,  and eight-yearrold children's performance  on these

f ore .
2.    Difference  in performances  on  the Assessment  of  Cormrmication  in

Situations  among  children  of  high,  middle,  and  low socio-

economic  status  should be  studied.

3.    Largel`,  more  representational  saxples  should be  studied for FORM

11  (The  First  Day  of  School)  and  Fon4111  (The  Picnic).

4.    Different  age ranges  should be  administered the

Cormlunication  in Ever Sitt;+ations FO"  I

assess  their  corrrrmication  competence.

Assessment  of

(The  Birthday Party)  to
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3.7

A  FRAIrmRK  ron  TTm  cusslFlcATloN  oF  TTH  USES  oF  I[ANGUAGE

i.     SEIT-MAINTAINING

Strategies

a.    Referring  to needs
b.    Protesting the self

and self-interests
c.    Jutifying behavior

and  claims
d.    Criticizing others
e.    'Threatening others

2.     DIRRTING

Strategies

a.    Mc)nitoring  own  actions
b.    Directing  the  actions of

the self
c.    Directing  actions  of

others
d.    Cbllaborating in  action

with others

3.   RE-ING
Strategies

a.    Ilabelling
b.    Referring to detail
c.    Referring to  incidents
d.    Referring  to  the  sequence

of  events
e.     Marking  ccxpaLrisons
f .    Recognizing related aspects
9.    Extneting or recognizing  the

central meaning
h.    Reflecting on  the meanirig of

experiences

4.      TOwARDS  IOGICAL  REASONING

Strategies

a.    Explaining  a process
b.    Recogriizing  causal  and

dependent  relat ionships
c.    Recognizing problens  and

solutious
d.    Justifying judgments  and

actions

e.    Reflecting on  events  and
drawing conclusions

f.    Recognizing principles

5.    plmlcTING

Strategies

a.    Anticipating/forecasting
b.    Anticipating the detail of

events
c.    Anticipating  a sequence  of

event
d.    Anticipating problems  and

possible  solutious
e.    Anticipating  and recognizing

alternative courses of  action
I .    Predicting the  consequences  of

actions or events

6.    PFDJRTINI

Strategies

a.    Projecting into  the experiences
of others

b.    Projecting into the  feelings
of others

c.    Projecting  into  the reactions
of others

d.    Projecting  into Situations
never experiences

7.       IMIAGINING

Strategies

a.    Ileveloping  an  irmginary
situation based on real  life

b.    Ifeveloping  an  imaginary
situation based on  fantasy

c.    Developing an original  story
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A  FRA©RE  FOR  THE  CliASSIFICIATION  OF  TIH  USES  OF  IIANGUAGE

CPERATIONAL  DITINITIors

I.    Self-maintaini -  the  use  of  language  to  create  an  awareness  of  the
speaker's  identity and to pronDte his position  in relation to others.

a.    Referrin sical and cholo ical needs  -  includes  utterances
which seek to  satisfy  desires.

b.    Protecting the self  and self  interests  -includes  utterances
enln efense o onesel and one ri8its  and property.

c.    Justifying behavior or  claims  -  includes  utterances which  give
to internal  states  or motivation)

or  social  (appealing  to rules,  convention,  what  is  expected,
or  sixply  fact)  reason  for actions  or  demands.

d.    Criticizing others  -  includes  utterances which  find fault with
the  listener often by belittling his status or
name-calling.

abusing him by

e.    Threatening others  -  includes  utterances which promise  to bring
out  a state to be  unpleasant  to  the  listener.    A

threat  is  usually  accompanied by  a statement  of  the  externa,i
conditions  under which  the  event will  take place.

2.    Directing  -  the  use of  language to  control or  regulate  the physical
operations performed by oneself  and others

a.    Monitoring  own  actions  -  includes  the  running  ccrm]entary  or
and reflects  upon the  speaker's

own  ongoing  a,ctivity.

b.    Directing the  actions of  the self  -  includes  the running  counentary
or ironologue which  guides  and controls  the  speaker 's  own ongoing
activity.    It  irrplies  a measure of  high  concentration on precise,
sustained or  intl.icate  activity which  cormlc>nly  occurs  in  the  face
of  some  difficulty or obstacle.

c.    Direct_i_ng the  aptions of  others  -  includes  utterances which  are
designed to  guide  a  listener  through an  irrmediate  action or
series  of  actions.

d.    Col.1qborating  in  aptiap. ]^Fth Others  -  includes  utterances  rude  in
a contest  of  cooperation which propose  or plan  a course of
action  for  the  speaker  and one  or mc>re  listeners.

3.    Re]3orting  -  the use  of  language  to provide  inforrmation  about  past  and
present  experiences.

a.    Labelling -  includes  utterances which  serve  the  sixple purpose of
identifying  observed phencmena.

b.    Refer.ring to  detail  -  includes  utterances wliich  serve  to  describe
the  criterial  attributes  of Objects,  actions and/or events.
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c.    Referrin to  incidents -  includes utterances which describe  the
occurrence of  an action or  event.

d.    Referrin to  the  sequence  of  events  -  includes  utterances which
accurately reflect the  serial nature of  several,  related actions
or  incidents.

e.    hckin arisons  -  includes utterances which  link objects,
actions or  experiences  though examina,tion of  similarities  and
dif f erencres .

I .    Recognizing related aspects  -includes  utterances wliich posit
a  conditional  association between  tiro or rnol+e  actions  or  events.

9.    E2itracting  or  reapgr±zing  central.. p!Qa±±±!±g -includes  utterances
which  irpose a prima,ry  structure or  coherence upon  a situation
or event  and serve to unify the  Contributing parts  into a
cchpeite whole.

h.    Reflecting on  the meaning of  experiences  -  includes  utterances
which  express  the  speaker's  attitudes  or  feelings  about  a
situation.

4.    Towards  logical  Reasonin -  the  use  of  language which exploys  rational
thought  and argument  to  intexpret  experiences.

a.E |aini rocess -  includes utterances which describe  a
particular method of  doing something,  generally  involving
several  steps or operations.

b.    Recognizing  causa,i  and  dependent  relationships  -  includes
utterances wliich  acknowledge  a  logical  and  relevant  connection
between  tiro  situations  and which  express  this most  cormlonly
in  te]rms  of  ''han7"  and  'why".

c.    Eeapgrlizing problens  a,nd their solutions  -  includes  uttermces
which  achowledge  obstacles  to  a  course of  action  and suggest
ways  to  su]rmount  then.

d.    Justif enents  and actions  -  includes  utterances which
offer  a rieason or  explanation  for  decisions  and behavior which
apply only to a particular situation.

e.    Ifeflecting pn event.a  and drawing  cquclusippg -  includes utterances
which evalua,te the  ixplications of an action or event  and result
in judgpents.

f .    Recogniz_i_ng_ _p_rinciples  -  includes  utterances which provide  an
elemental  rule or  rules  to  explain  observed phenomena.

5.    Predicting -  the  use of  language  to  extend  cormmication beyond
immediate present  or past  experiences  to  events  that  have not  yet
occurred  and wliich may  never  take place.
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a.    Antici foreesting - includes utterances which  conterlplate
future happenings  or  rerDte  concerns.

b.    Antici the  detail of  actions  and events  -  include utterances
which  delineate or  describe  future happenings or  rerrote  concerns.

c.    Antici uence of  events  -  includes utterances which
propose an ordered series of  related actions or  events.

d.    Antici robleus  and ossible solutions -  includes utterances
wliich  aclmowledge possible  Obstacles  to  a planned course of
action  and suggest ways  to  surmount  them.

e.    Anticipating and recognizing alternative courses of  action -
includes utterances wllich offer several different  interpretations
or  explanations of a situation.

f .    Predicting  consequences of  actions or events  -includes utterances
which  suggest  a, possible  outcome of  some  jrmediate  or  future
action or  event.

6.    Pro.iecting -the use of  language within  an unfamiliar or  external  context.

a.    Pro.jecting into  the  experiences of others  -  includes utterances
which  contexplate  everyday ocourrences  from another ' s pelxpective.

b.    Pro ectin into feelin of others -  includes utterances which
reflect what  it  feels  lilse  to be  another  individual.    Hnotions
and attitudes which are  representatives of another's point  of
view are  expressed.

c.    Pro.jecting into reactions of others  -  includes utterances wliich
consider how another  individual would respond to  a particular
situation or experience.

d.    P]ro.jecting  into  situation never  experienced -  includes  utterances
in which the  speaker  conjectures  about  his  own  feelings  and
reactions to unfamiliar activities or events.



AlxpENDIX  8

TTH  ASSESshmIT  oF  con«uNlcATloN
IN EVERyDAy  slTtIATIors  FO"  I

TtH  BIRITDAY  PARIY
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